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bankruptcies etc.; IMF & other estimates; nobody really knows

Andrew Haldane (Bank of England): output loss (jobs lost, homes 
foreclosed, wealth lost or transferred to banks)

because of increasing interest rates in US

Lumped together with all sorts of debts

End of 2006 = US mortgage market 
$12-14 Trillion → 20% sub-prime

possible because of: 
low interest rates + very lax lending standards in US
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sliced + diced into pieces; sold to all sorts of investors on global 
scale

1.1  What happened?

Complex disguise of true nature

"The study of money, above all other fields in 
economics, is one in which complexity is used to 
disguise truth or to evade truth, not to reveal 
it." (John Kenneth Galbraith, 1908-2006, famous Canadian-
American economist and author)
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sliced + diced into pieces; sold to all sorts of investors on global 
scale

1.1  What happened?

Default leads to global crisis

Since Feb 2007 → repayment default

An overview of mortgage backed security 
CMLTI 2006 - NC2, the actors involved, and 
the fees charged; all based on investigations 
of the US FCIC

Complicated, confusing, complected
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1.1  What happened?

Default leads to global crisis

Since Feb 2007 → repayment default

nobody knows where is what; spiralling out of hand

trust base eroded; lending stalled

End of 2010 → min. $20 Trillion losses

End of 2010 → $60-200 Trillion losses
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sliced + diced into pieces; sold to all sorts of investors on global 
scale

1.1  What happened?

Default leads to global crisis

Since Feb 2007 → repayment default

nobody knows where is what; spiralling out of hand

trust base eroded; lending stalled

End of 2010 → min. $20 Trillion losses

End of 2010 → $60-200 Trillion losses

End of 2011 → $700 Trillion in financial 
products still at brink of collapse

World awash with financial productsWorld awash with financial productsWorld awash with financial products
Products of Interest Rates Products of Foreign Currencies Products of Equities Derivatives

Zero Coupon Bonds
Coupon Bonds (Straight Bonds)
Floating Rate Notes (FRNs, 
Floaters)
Plain Vanilla Swaps
Forward Rate Agreements 
(FRAs)
Callable/Putable Zero Coupon 
Bonds
Callable/Putable Coupon Bonds
Putable Floaters
Swaptions
Floors, Caps and Collars
Floored Floating Rate Notes, 
Capped Floating Rate Notes 
and collared Floaters
Reverse Floating Rate Notes
Multitranches Bonds
Step-up/Step-down Bonds
Floating Rate/Fixed Rate Notes
Fixed Rate/Zero Coupon Bonds
Fixed to Floating Rate Notes
Digital Ranges
Range Floaters
Barrier Notes
Fixed/Floating Rate Bonds with 
Put Option

Foreign Currency Bonds
Dual Currency Bonds
Reverse Dual Currency Bonds
Dual Redemption Bonds
Foreign Currency Dual 
Redemption Bonds
Step-Up/Step-Down Dual 
Redemption Bonds
Appearing Dual Redemption 
Bonds
Callable Digital Deposits
Multistep Callable Digital 
Deposits
FX-Linked Barrier Notes
FX Barrier Ranges
Callable FX-linked Foreign 
Currency Coupon Bonds
Dual Currency-Linked Bonds
Triple Currency-Linked Bonds
Variable Redemption Bonds
Range Variable Redemption 
Bonds
Dual Currency Variable 
Redemption Bonds
Knock-out/Knock-in Variable 
Redemption Bonds
FX-Linked Zero Coupon Bonds 
with Caps
Cumulated FX-Linked Zero 
Coupon Bonds with Call 
Options
Asian FX-Linked Zero Coupon 
Bonds
Currency Basket Bonds with 
Call Options
Currency Basket Bonds with 
Caps and Floors

Convertible Bonds
High-Yield Products

Cash-or-Share Bonds-
Various Currencies
High-Yield Index Bonds
High-Yield Basket Bonds
High-Yield Look-back 
Bonds

Capital-Guaranteed Products
European Call Options
European Put Options
Asian Options (Average 
Rate Options)
Capped Call Options
Forward Start Call and Put 
Options
Cliquet/Ratchet Options 
(Series of consecutive 
Calls/Puts)
Binary Barrier Options 
(Cash-or-Nothing) 

Valuating Basket Options
Options and Currencies
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Constitution Generally

Basis → selfish man → checks and balances (governance, power, terms in office, financial governance) → 
strongest constitution in modern history → basis for the US to become economic world power

Regarding Money 

“The congress shall have power ... to coin money, regulate the value thereof, and of foreign coin, and fix the 
standard of weights and measures.” (Article 1, Section 8)

“No State shall ... coin money; emit bills of credit; make any Thing but gold and silver coin a tender in payment of 
debts.” (Article 1, Section 10) → no debt based paper money

1.2  A look at the USA

1785 - 1861 Fixed gold standard 76 yrs $1 = 0.048 Troy ounce of gold; death penalty on debasing money

1862 - 1879 Fiat money 17 yrs
Greenbacks; debt based but redeemable in gold at unspecified time (= 
“floating”); → finance civil war

1880 - 1914 Fixed gold standard 34 yrs
$ pegged to gold → domestic price stability; almost no inflation;
Dec 1913: Privately owned Fed into existence

1915 - 1925 Fiat money 10 yrs $ delinked from gold to print more money → pay for WW1

1926 - 1931 Fixed gold standard 5 yrs $+£ pegged to gold; all other currenc. to $; run on gold ends GS

1931 - 1945 Fiat money 14 yrs
fiat money world-wide → huge economic imbalances from country to country 

→ major contribution factor to WW2

1945 - 1971 Fixed gold standard 26 yrs
Bretton Woods: $ + £ pegged to gold; all other currencies to $; 1963: new Fed 
notes released (no promise to pay in “lawful money”, no guarantees, no value)

1971 -  Fiat money
41 yrs 

+ going
Nixon ends international gold standard (Aug 71); first time no currency in world 
with gold backing; 1973: whole world abandons fixed currency exchange rates

1   Was the global financial crisis inevitable? (2/7)
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1.3  Three major problems (1/3)

As long as we issue fiat currency, I see no alternative to a legal tender law. (Dr. Alan Greenspan, Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board 
of Governors, 11/20/2003) (Please note “Section 5103 of title 31, United States Code, Â§ 5103”, which makes Fed notes the legal tender, is in direct 
violation of the US constitution)

(1) Fiat Money

Most of the worlds paper money today → fiat money → replacing commodity based money
Fiat → Latin for “let it be done” or “it shall be” (in the sense of a “divine” act to create something out of nothing)
Created out of thin air → debt-based (government bonds → money creation though CB)
No intrinsic value, not backed by reserves or any physical commodities
If people lose faith in a nations’s paper currency, the money will no longer hold any value

We are in danger of being overwhelmed with irredeemable paper, mere paper, representing not gold nor silver; no sir, 
representing nothing but broken promises, bad faith, bankrupt corporations, cheated creditors and a ruined people. 
(Daniel Webster, 1782-1852, 14th and 19th US Secretary of State)

The modern banking process manufactures currency out of nothing. The process is perhaps the most astounding piece 
of slight hand (illusion) that was ever invented… (Lord Josiah Stemp, Director; Bank of England, 1937) 

They have created paper reserves in the form of government bonds which — through a complex series of steps — the 
banks accept in place of tangible assets and treat as if they were an actual deposit, i.e., as the equivalent of what was 
formerly a deposit of gold. The holder of a government bond or of a bank deposit created by paper reserves believes 
that he has a valid claim on a real asset. But the fact is that there are now more claims outstanding than real assets. 
(Alan Greenspan, in his essay “Gold and Economic Freedom”,1967)

… our whole monetary system is dishonest, as it is debt-based… We did not vote for it. It grew upon us gradually but 
markedly since 1971 when the commodity-based system was abandoned. (Malcom Sinclair, The Earl of Caithness, in a speech to the 
House of Lords, 1997)

1   Was the global financial crisis inevitable? (3/7)

→ Governments + Central Banks create money out of nothing
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(2) Fractional Reserve Banking

Only small % of deposits received → reserves (2-10%, depending on country)
Rest lent multiple times (10-15) → money created out of thin air → debt-based 
Fractional reserve banking → transfer of wealth from society to banks
Interest for the non-existing money as 100% own profit (making profits with illusions)

1.3  Three major problems (2/3)

By this means (fractional reserve banking) government may secretly and unobserved, confiscate the wealth of the 
people, and not one man in a million will detect the theft. (John Maynard Keynes, The Economic Consequences of the Peace, 1920)

It is well that the people of the nation do not understand our banking and monetary system, for if they did, I believe 
there would be a revolution before tomorrow morning. (Henry Ford, 1863-1947, Founder of Ford Motor Company)

Bankers own the earth; take it away from them but leave them with the power to create credit; and, with a flick of a 
pen, they will create enough money to buy it back again… If you want to be slaves of bankers and pay the cost of your 
own slavery, then let the bankers control money and control credit. (Sir Josiah Stamp, Director, Bank of England, 1940)

Banks lend by creating credit. They create the means of payment out of nothing. (Ralph M Hawtry, 1878-1975, former Secretary 
to the UK Treasury)

The process by which banks create money is so simple that the mind is repelled. (John K. Galbraith, in “Money: Whence it came, 
where it went”, page 29, 1975)

1   Was the global financial crisis inevitable? (4/7)

Bank A Bank B Bank C Bank D Bank E Bank F Bank G Total
$ Deposit 1,000.00 900.00 810.00 729.00 656.10 590.49 531.44 5,217.03
$ Reserve (10%) 100.00 90.00 81.00 72.90 65.61 59.05 53.14 527.70
$ Credit 900.00 810.00 729.00 656.10 590.49 531.44 478.30 4,695.33

→ Commercial/Business Banks create money out of nothing
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(3) Interest/Compound Interest

Money needs to constantly circulate to fulfill its purpose → interest as a reward to let go whats not needed
Interest → income without work → unethical, effortless wealth transfer (society to capital owners/banks)
Almost exclusively compound interest used → exponential growth
72 divided by interest rate → time span for doubling of money
Economic activity needs to follow that exponential growth → growth compulsion → heavy exploitation

1.3  Three major problems (3/3)

Principal $10,000 - 50 yrs 0% 3% 6% 9% 12%
Principal + simple interest $10,000 $25,000 $40,000 $55,000 $70,000
Principal + compound interest $10,000 $44,000 $184,000 $744,000 $2,890,000
Factor CI/SI 0 1.8 4.6 13.5 41.3

The bank has benefit of interest on all moneys which it creates out of nothing. (William Paterson, Founder, Bank of England, 1694)

Interest is a tribute, which the laborer, from industrial workers right up to farmers and entrepreneurs, has to pay to the 
money lender in order to enable work at all. …It is a heavy burden for the vast majority and an effortless source of 
income for a small portion of the population. Interest is income without labour and therefore ethically unjustifiable. 
(Hansjürg Weder, member of the national council of Switzerland, 1990)

I have written extensively about interest being the major cause of rising prices now since it is buried in the price of all 
that we buy, but this idea, though true, is not well accepted. $9 trillion in domestic U.S. debt, at 10% interest, is $900 
billion paid in rising prices and this equates the current 4% rise in prices experts perceive to be inflation. I have always 
believed the compounding interest to be an invisible wrecking machine, and it is hard at work right now. (Economic 
historian John L. King, USA, 1988 in a letter to Prof. Dr. Margrit Kennedy)

Everybody, who believes that exponential growth in a finite world can continue forever is either crazy or an economist. 
(K.E. Boulding, 1910-1993, US economist)

1   Was the global financial crisis inevitable? (5/7)

→ Com. Banks + capital owners create money out of nothing
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Root problem: Redistribution mechanism from labor to capital → poverty & injustice grow continuously

Governments undermine own justice system (interest violates constitution)

Open doors for corrupted service agents → Banks serving own interests

Growth compulsion: Man no longer defining subject of economy but its object

Debt madness 

Skyrocketing interest burden

Income without performance 

Income loss through interest inflated prices → 10-80%

Income disparity

Climbing unemployment

Ailing governments & public sector

Inflation

Corporate sector fighting for survival: Strong, aggressive, fierce competition → seduce people to buy stuff they 
don’t need, with money they don’t have, to impress people they don’t like

Globalization: Corporations of rich nations produce in cheap labor nations but keep cosumer base @ home

Speculation lunacy:  $750-800 trillion/year trading volume = 3% goods/service, 97% speculation → ∑ world’s 
gold & currency reserves just cover 7-8 hrs trading volume/year

Ecological exploitation/ruination

War & capital destruction
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1.4  Debt/interest based system - grave effects 
1   Was the global financial crisis inevitable? (6/7)
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2011 G D P D e b t s / L i a b i l i t i e sD e b t s / L i a b i l i t i e sD e b t s / L i a b i l i t i e sD e b t s / L i a b i l i t i e s2011
Public Refin.-

needed 
2012

Public/
Priv/Corp

∑
Unfunded
Liabilities$ Billion

Public Refin.-
needed 

2012

Public/
Priv/Corp

∑
Unfunded
Liabilities

USA 14,526 15,527 2,783 55,300 114,500
Japan 5,548 12,441 3,000
Germany 3,286 2,634 285 13,300 18,900
Italy 2,055 2,500 428
France 2,193 2,193 367
UK 2,250 1,611 165
India 1,631 1,211 57
Brazil 2,090 1,073 169
China 5,878 1,069 121
Canada 1,577 535 221
∑ 41,034 40,794 7,598
World 60,000 200,000
Sources: 
Bloomberg Business/Financial News, data on world’s biggest economies, 02/02/2012
Deutsche Bank, Bundesbank, The Intelligence
CIA World Factbook, Worldbank, IMF
Own calculations & estimates
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1.5  Absolute disaster
1   Was the global financial crisis inevitable? (7/7)
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1.5  Absolute disaster

$100 Million
(1 million $100 notes 

stacked on pallet)

$2 Billion
(20 pallets @ $100 

Million each)

World-wide debt → $200 Trillion

100,000 semitrailer trucks like the above, queued up for 2,500 km → distance Harare - Cape Town

1   Was the global financial crisis inevitable? (7/7)
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On the premises of the current money system:

unfortunately YES!
And its still getting worse

10



Africa → home to > 30% of world’s natural 
resources, yet still remains the poorest 
continent
Growth compulsion → scramble for Africa
Current financial system → no true help for 
Africa → poison → destroys local economy
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2.1  Facing the facts

Land Grabbing 

Hedge funds/speculators bought or leased 
60 million ha land in Africa in 2009 alone (= 
size of France)
Study shows reported deals for 
134.5 million ha in Africa for 
2008-2011

2   How can Africa be protected? (1/4)

Globalization 
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2.2  Perspective change

follow the world’s “powers that 
be” into economic destruction

courageously embracing 
a different direction

OPTION 1:
continue as is; no protection; 
more problems and destruction

OPTION 2:
protection possible → 
pulling out of current 
monetary system

2   How can Africa be protected? (2/4)
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All that we borrowed up to 1985 or 1986 was around $5 billion and we have paid around $16 billion, yet we are still being 
told that we owe about $28 billion. That $28 billion come about the injustice in the foreign creditors’ interest rates. If you 
ask me what is the worst thing in the world, I say it is compound interest. (Olusegun Obasanjo, then President of Nigeria, August 2000) 

Deficit spending is simply a scheme for the “hidden” confiscation of wealth. Gold stands in the way of this insidious 
process. It stands as a protector of property rights. (Alan Greenspan, in his essay “Gold and Economic Freedom”,1967)

Leave Debt Servitude

No reason why Africa should continue to let the world exploit her for a mere handout
No reason to submit to the financial dictates of a world thats busy falling apart
No logic in using a faulty system to fix the negative results caused by the faulty system 

Transformation Needed

Monetary system - no longer debt based (fiat/fractional reserve) and interest driven → e.g. return to gold standard
Money reduced to its original role as exchange medium → loses also value, e.g. demurrage fee to promote 
circulation → no artificial “encouragement” through inflation, interest/compound interest 

Other Possibilities Past/Present

Brakteaten (between the 12th and 15th century - Europe)
Interest free money - The Wörgl example (Austria)
JAK Members Bank System (Sweden)
Complementary Currencies:

Limited Purpose - sectorial currencies (e.g. Saber, Fureai Kippu, WIR-System)
Geographical area - regional currencies (e.g. Roland, Chiemgauer, Kirschblüte)
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2.3  Courageous decision
2   How can Africa be protected? (3/4)
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Status Quo

Own debt based fiat money (Zim Dollar) collapsed
Using other nations currency → still fiat money 
huge natural resources (coal, chromium ore, gold, nickel, copper, diamonds, iron ore, vanadium, lithium, tin, 
platinum group metals, uranium, fertile agricultural land, livestock, ...)

Big Challenges, But Doable

(a)  Own Currency, Gold Standard, Add-Ons

Money production only @ rate of gold production
Fixed value per ounce - preventing currency speculation
No money creation on debt (fiat/fractional reserve) → no inflation
Vital money circulation realized with a demurrage fee e.g. 5-6% to be booked off accounts; notes recalled & 
exchanged for new ones
Perhaps complemented by regional or sectoral currencies?

(b)  Massive Communication Programs
Show value of hard work and integrity
Educate on sound financial principles
Promoting life without debt (prudence) as private and national core value
etc.
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2.4  Zimbabwe - blessing in disguise
2   How can Africa be protected? (4/4)
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Can Africa be protected?

Its definitely POSSIBLE!
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But it needs 
willing and 
committed

role players.

And Zimbabwe should lead the way
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